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Samsung Electronics announced on July 15 that it would invest 15.2 billion won this year in 12 research projects in the fields of advanced AI, next-generation cryptosystem, B5G&6G, robotics, ...
Samsung Electronics to Make Intensive Investment in New National R&D Projects
Scientists Take First Snapshots of Ultrafast Switching in a Quantum Electronic Device They discover a short-lived state that could lead to faster and more energy-efficient computing devices. Electroni ...
Snapshots of Ultrafast Switching in Quantum Electronics Could Lead to Faster Computing Devices
Advice Electronics Maiman Electronics and Meerstetter Engineering laser diode drivers and power supplies are complementing the portfolio of Baden Baden based high power laser technology supplier ...
Advice Electronics and Maiman Electronics enlarge Schulz-Electronic laser-technology portfolio
Many of us swing through gates every day—points of entry and exit to a space like a garden, park or subway. Electronics have gates too. These control the flow of information from one place to another ...
The next generation of information processing is through coherent gate operations
Scientist demonstrated a new way of observing atoms as they move in a tiny quantum electronic switch as it operates. Along the way, they discovered a new material state that could pave the way for ...
Scientists take first snapshots of ultrafast switching in a quantum electronic device
We explore the 12-year history of ARP Instruments, Inc., including the company’s innovative synths and their lasting impact on electronic and popular music.
Sonic Odyssey: The History of ARP Instruments Inc.
Integrating photonics into semiconductors is gaining traction, particularly in heterogeneous multi-die packages, as chipmakers search for new ways to overcome power limitations and deal with ...
Chipmakers Getting Serious About Integrated Photonics
This Latvian company’s patented audio technologies are used by Lady Gaga, Rihanna, Adele and other Grammy-Award-winning ...
Sonarworks works, fresh $6M funding round to scale SoundID licensing business
According to this study, over the next five years the AC Motor market will register a xx% CAGR in terms of revenue, the global market size will reach US$ xx million by 2027, from US$ xx million in ...
AC Motor Market Growth, Industry Analysis, Trends and Forecast – 2021 to 2027
“We’re trying to understand the physics of devices with billions of atoms,” said Neogi, assistant professor in the Ann and H.J. Smead Department of Aerospace Engineering Sciences. It’s a pursuit that ...
How AI can predict electronics failure
Robots are taking over dangerous and repetitive tasks from humans – but how far will it go? Source: The People Speak/CC BY-NC 2.0 I am sure my grandmother heard similar stories from her grandmother, ...
Will robots take our jobs?
Scientists have devised a means of achieving improved information processing with a new technology for effective gate operation. This technology has applications in classical electronics as well as ...
Opening the gate to the next generation of information processing
Oh, there it is, on that side!” hollered Owunna, who was behind the wheel of his sister’s black SUV on the shoulder of Pittsburgh’s Route 28, near Sharpsburg. He was riding with curator Larry ...
Pittsburgh-Based Photographer Plumbs The "Infinite Essence" Of Black Bodies
Let’s take a longer drive into this dynamic automotive topic and explore some key innovations, trends and opportunities enabled by the semiconductor industry. The Automobile and The Consumer ...
Automotive Innovations In Semiconductors
Of course, the iMac has gone through several design changes over the years but the newest iteration is a true reboot. And it’s what many Mac users have been waiting for. For review, Apple sent us is a ...
Apple iMac 2021 Review: Bold, Beautiful, and Full of Power
Sustainable Investing Advisor Insights Personal Finance Market Volatility Retirement Planning Start Investing Save for College See All ...
VOXX International Corporation Reports Its Fiscal 2022 First Quarter Financial Results
All companies are becoming software companies. You will hear that being said often. More so since the pandemic. There’s some truth in that. The more digitised a company is, the more easily will it be ...
Nasscom and government's tech skilling programme: Great leap forward
Cybercriminals stole more than $28 billion through email fraud from 2016 to 2020, with an average loss per incident of more than $150,000.
Cybersecurity more important than ever as pandemic increases risk of email fraud
Although Submarine Simulators may vary from one model to another, most of them have a similar basic setup. The simulator ...
Submarine Simulators Market Report 2021: Market Size and Growth Projections to 2028
As part of its continued enforcement focus on broker-dealer registration, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC” or the “Commission”) recently settled an action ...
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